We present results from the first three years of observations of moving group targets in the SEEDS high-contrast imaging survey of exoplanets and disks using the Subaru telescope. We achieve typical contrasts of ∼10 5 at 1 ′′ and ∼10 6 beyond 2 ′′ around 63 proposed members of nearby kinematic moving groups. We review each of the kinematic associations to which our targets belong, concluding that six, β Pictoris (∼12 Myr), AB Doradus (∼100 Myr), Columba (∼30 Myr), Tucana-Horogium (∼30 Myr), TW Hydrae (∼10 Myr), and Ursa Majoris (∼500 Myr), are sufficiently well-defined to constrain the ages of individual targets. Somewhat less than half of our targets are high-probability members of one of these moving groups. For all of our targets, we combine proposed moving group membership with other age indicators where available, including Ca ii HK emission, X-ray activity, and rotation period, to produce a posterior probability distribution of age. SEEDS observations discovered a substellar companion to one of our targets, κ And, a late B star. We do not detect any other substellar companions, but do find seven new close binary systems, of which one still needs to be confirmed. A detailed analysis of the statistics of this sample, and of the companion mass constraints given our age probability distributions and exoplanet cooling models, will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
1. INTRODUCTION More than 850 exoplanets are now known to orbit other stars. Most were identified with indirect detection techniques, but exoplanets have now been imaged around several young, nearby stars. Direct imaging is the primary technique used to probe the frequency of giant exoplanets at separations similar to the outer solar system (∼4-40 AU). It is already providing important constraints on planetary formation mechanisms, complementing the well-characterized distribution and frequency of planets at separations similar to the inner solar system (e.g., Cumming et al. 2008 , Howard et al. 2010 . By measuring its emission spectrum, direct imaging constrains an exoplanetary atmosphere's temperature, composition, and dynamics. Direct imaging of exoplanets of known age can also break the mass-age-luminosity degeneracy in exoplanet cooling models.
Several surveys have set out to directly image exoplanets around nearby stars. The direct imaging of exoplanets is challenging observationally, due to their high contrast ( 10 4 ) and small separations from the host star ( 1 ′′ ). These observational requirements are mitigated by targeting young, nearby systems (see ). Young exoplanets cool rapidly as they radiate away their residual heat of formation, quickly falling below the detectability limits of even Japan.
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the largest ground-based telescopes equipped with highcontrast instrumentation. This sub-stellar evolution is similar to that of brown dwarfs, but is distinct from stellar evolution (e.g., Burrows et al. 1997 , Chabrier et al. 2000 . Nearby stars are important because the angular resolution is set by Earth's atmosphere and the optical system; nearer stars can therefore probe smaller physical separations. Unfortunately, the vast majority of observations remain null detections: massive exoplanets and brown dwarfs at large separations appear to be rare (c.f., McCarthy & Zuckerman 2004 , Masciadri et al. 2005 , Carson et al. 2006 , Lafrenière et al. 2007a , Biller et al. 2007 , Metchev & Hillenbrand 2009 , Vigan et al. 2012 . In order to properly interpret these results, however, uncertainties in stellar ages must be taken into account. We report the strategy and results from the first three years of the SEEDS Moving Groups subcategory. The SEEDS survey itself is briefly described in § 2. The architecture and target selection strategy of the SEEDS Moving Groups sub-category is discussed in § 3. This section also includes a review of each of the moving groups that were drawn upon for the target sample, as well as the age indicators used for the targets. In § 4, individual stellar age indicators are described in the context of how they were implemented to constrain the ages of the target sample. Section 5 describes the Bayesian approach to assign statistically significant stellar ages for the target sample. The observations and details regarding individual stars are discussed in § 7. The data reduction details are summarized in § 6, and a discussion of the Moving Group sample sensitivity is presented in § 8. The concluding remarks are presented in § 9.
THE SEEDS SURVEY
The SEEDS survey (Tamura 2009 ) is the most ambitious high-contrast imaging survey to date. This survey is being carried out with a suite of high-contrast instrumentation at the Subaru Telescope, including a second generation adaptive optics (AO) system with 188 actuators (AO188, Hayano et al. 2008 ) and a dedicated differential imaging instrument called HiCIAO (Suzuki et al. 2010) . SEEDS is now ∼2/3 complete, and will ultimately observe ∼500 stars to search for exoplanets and disks with direct imaging.
The SEEDS survey is organized into two separate classes: planets and disks. Each of SEEDS' classes, planets and disks, is further subdivided into categories, including nearby stars, moving groups (MG; this work), debris disks (Janson et al. 2013, submitted) , young stellar objects (containing the protoplanetary and transitional disks), and open clusters (Yamamoto et al. 2013, accepted) . The nearby stars category is further separated into sub-categories that include high mass stars (Carson et al. 2013, in preparation) , M-dwarfs, white dwarfs, chromospherically active stars, stars with kinematic properties suggestive of youth, and stars with known radial velocity planets (e.g., Narita et al. 2010 , Narita et al. 2012 .
HiCIAO offers several observing modes, including polarized differential imaging (PDI), simultaneous imaging at different wavelengths (spectral differential imaging, or SDI), and simple direct imaging (DI, or angular differential imaging [ADI] when used with the image rotator off and the pupil rotation angle fixed on the detector).
Young disks, with plentiful scattering by small grains, are typically observed in polarized light (PDI mode). PDI obtains simultaneous measurements of perpendicular polarization states; the two images are later subtracted to remove unpolarized light (Kuhn et al. 2001) . SEEDS implements the double difference technique that subtracts a similar polarization scene modulated by 90
• , effectively removing the non common path errors between the channels (e.g., Hinkley et al. 2009 ). Older debris disks have much weaker polarized scattering; only their total scattered intensity is typically observed. All stars without disks predicted from infrared excesses are observed only in total intensity (DI), and the data are processed using ADI.
Early survey highlights include two directly detected substellar companions, GJ 758 B (Thalmann et al. 2009; Janson et al. 2011 ) and κ Andromedae b (Carson et al. 2013 ). In addition, there has been a plethora of papers that investigate circumstellar disk properties in the protoplanetary (Hashimoto et al. 2011; Kusakabe et al. 2012) , transitional (Thalmann et al. 2010; Muto et al. 2012; Hashimoto et al. 2012; Dong et al. 2012; Mayama et al. 2012; Tanii et al. 2012; Grady et al. 2013; Follette et al. 2013) , and debris phases of evolution. These include some of the first near-IR images of protoplanetary and transitional disks, including hints of substellar companions from disk structure, and characterizations of debris disks believed to be generated by the destruction of planetesimals.
The goal of the SEEDS survey is to provide observational constraints on all stages of exoplanet formation and evolution, from protoplanetary and transitional disks to older, disk-free systems. The survey therefore targets a wide range of host stars. Unfortunately, many of the SEEDS targets, while they do show indicators of youth, lack well-determined ages. This leads to large uncertainties when converting exoplanet luminosities into masses using theoretical cooling models (e.g., Burrows et al. 1997 , Baraffe et al. 2003 , Marley et al. 2007 , Spiegel & Burrows 2012 . The MG category is designed to overcome this problem by observing nearby stars reliably associated with kinematic moving groups ∼10-500 Myr old.
Because of their distances and ages, the SEEDS MG sample includes some of the most promising targets in the sky for the direct detection of exoplanets. Many of these targets have been observed by other previous and ongoing surveys, and we make use of the publicly available data in our analysis, primarily as a means of identifying background stars in the field of view by confirming they do not share common proper motion with the target star (See § 7).
3. SEEDS MOVING GROUPS Many of the youngest stars near the Sun are members of moving groups, loose associations of stars defined by their common Galactic kinematics and ages (See reviews by Torres et al. 2008) .
Some moving groups have been kinematically and chemically associated with nearby clusters, linking them to recent episodes of star formation near the Sun (Mamajek & Feigelson 2001; Ortega et al. 2002; Fernández et al. 2008 ; Barenfeld et al. 2013 ; De Silva et al. 2013) . Moving groups have members within the solar neighborhood ( 100 pc) and ages ∼10-500 Myr. The true members of moving groups are coeval; group ages are determined using many methods based on both individual proposed members and the group as an aggregate. These include: HR diagrams, isochrone fitting, lithium depletion, chromospheric and coronal emission, rotation, and the kinematic trace back of the group members to the most compact volume in space where they were formed coevally. The likelihood that a star is a true moving group member depends on both its kinematics and youth indicators. The targets for the SEEDS Moving Groups category are proposed members of the nearby, young kinematic moving groups AB Doradus, β Pictoris, Castor, Columba, Hercules-Lyra, the IC 2391 supercluster, the Local Association, Tucana-Horologium, TW Hydrae, and Ursa Majoris. We briefly summarize each of these associations in the following subsections. Torres et al. (2003) and independently proposed the AB Doradus moving group via searches for stars with common kinematics and ages in publicly available catalogs. AB Dor has one of the largest proposed membership samples of any moving group- Torres et al. (2008) list 89 members identified in their SACY survey. Newly proposed members push the total number to more than 100 stars (Schlieder et al. 2010 (Schlieder et al. , 2012a Zuckerman et al. 2011; Shkolnik et al. 2012; Bowler et al. 2012) . The AB Dor group also covers the entire celestial sphere, with many proposed members in the north.
The AB Doradus Moving Group
The age of AB Dor has been revisited and revised many times in the literature. Ages between 50 and 150 Myr have been derived using HR diagram studies, lithium depletion, activity, and detailed observations of the AB Doradus quadruple system Torres et al. 2008; Mentuch et al. 2008; Janson et al. 2007; Close et al. 2007 ). Several studies argue for a common origin of the AB Dor group and Pleiades open cluster (Luhman et al. 2005; Ortega et al. 2007) . Barenfeld et al. (2013) performed a chemical and kinematic analysis of proposed members and found strong evidence for a kinematic nucleus and associated stream. They caution, however, that their traceback studies and observed chemical inhomogeneity of the proposed members suggest a significant fraction of impostors. Barenfeld et al. also place a lower limit of 110 Myr on the group's age by using pre-main sequence contraction times of reliable K-type members. We take into account the full spread of possible AB Dor group ages in the literature and adopt 100 ± 50 Myr as the age of the group.
The β Pictoris Moving Group
Barrado y Navascués et al. (1999) identified two young M dwarfs having proper motions consistent with the prototypical debris disk and now-known planet host β Pictoris (Lagrange et al. 2009 (Lagrange et al. , 2010 . This led to a search for more stars with similar age and kinematics near β Pic by Zuckerman et al. (2001a) . They identified 18 systems and coined the name the β Pictoris moving group. Torres et al. (2006 Torres et al. ( , 2008 proposed many β Pic members in their SACY survey, while other searches have since proposed the first isolated brown-dwarf member and several additional low-mass members (Lépine & Simon 2009; Rice et al. 2010; Schlieder et al. 2010 Schlieder et al. , 2012a Kiss et al. 2011; Malo et al. 2013) . Torres et al. (2008) list 48 high probability members of β Pic; newer additions bring the total to more than 60 stars. β Pic members are spread over the sky with the majority at southern declinations. The galactic kinematics and age of the group are similar to those of the TW Hydrae association (see § 3.9), and both groups may be related to star formation in Sco-Cen OB association subgroups (Mamajek & Feigelson 2001; Ortega et al. 2002) .
The age of the β Pic group is estimated to be 10-20 Myr from HR diagrams, comparison to evolution models, lithium depletion, and kinematics (Zuckerman et al. 2001a; Ortega et al. 2002; Mentuch et al. 2008) . We adopt an age of 12 +8 −4 Myr (Zuckerman et al. 2001a ) for our analyses.
The Castor Moving Group
The Castor moving group was originally proposed by Anosova & Orlov (1991) in their study of the dynamical evolution of several multiple systems in the solar neighborhood. They searched the Catalog of Nearby Stars (Gliese 1969) for all systems inside a velocity cube 6 km s −1 on a side, centered on the Castor sextuple system. They found 13 additional stars in 9 systems, and proposed that these stars, together with the Castor system, constitute a moving group.
Barrado y Navascues (1998) revisited the proposed members of the Castor moving group and performed a more rigorous analysis using new kinematic measurements and age indicators. They began with a sample of 26 candidate members and found that only 16 met their kinematic and age criteria, which were based on isochrones, activity, and lithium depletion. Barrado y Navascues assigned an age of 200±100 Myr to the group using the age of proposed member Fomalhaut and its companion TW PsA. The work of Montes et al. (2001b) led to the identification of eight possible latetype members of Castor, while Shkolnik et al. (2012) presented an additional six candidates from their survey of young M dwarfs within 25 pc.
The ages of several original Castor members have been recently reassessed using modern techniques. Yoon et al. (2010) redetermined the age of Vega to be 455 ± 13 Myr using spectroscopic, photometric, and interferometric data together with isochrones. Mamajek (2012) revisited the age of Fomalhaut and its wide stellar companion and used modern isochrones, lithium depletion measurements, and age/rotation/activity diagnostics to assign them an age of 440 ± 40 Myr. These new results are incompatible with the proposed age of the Castor moving group, and cast doubt on its physical reality as a coeval association.
In phase space, the Castor moving group lacks a discernible core or tight nucleus of members (velocity dispersion ∼1 km s −1 ). Although this may be due to its older age, it may also indicate that the Castor moving group is really a complex of kinematically similar stars with a spread of ages. Thus, we do not assign the proposed group age to the candidate members in the SEEDS sample, relying instead on single-star age indicators such as activity and lithium depletion. Torres et al. (2008) discovered the Columba association in their SACY survey. Its kinematics and age are very similar to the Tucana-Horologium association (see § 3.8), but it is considered to be kinematically distinct due to its significantly different W velocity. Torres et al. proposed 53 members of this association, including some stars originally proposed as members of Tucana-Horologium.
The Columba Association
An additional 14 Columba members were proposed by Zuckerman et al. (2011) . Their list included many highmass stars including HR8799 and κ Andromeda, two stars hosting substellar companions (Marois et al. 2008 (Marois et al. , 2010 Carson et al. 2013) . Malo et al. (2013) performed a Bayesian analysis on the full sample of proposed candidates, finding 21 high-probability members on the basis of complete kinematic data.
The Columba association received some scrutiny in a kinematic study, which questioned HR8799's membership due to its distance from the bulk of the association throughout an epicyclic orbit simulation (Hinz et al. 2010 ). Hinz et al. also suggest that since the proposed members of Columba cover such a large volume of space (>100 pc, Torres et al. 2008) , it is more likely to be a complex of young stars with a range of ages. Torres et al. also noted the Columba association's large spatial extent, as a result of which membership probabilities for this group were significantly lower than for the more compact Tucana-Horologium association.
While the physical reality of the association may not yet be well-established, the stars proposed as members are still excellent targets for direct imaging due to their relative proximity and young ages. We carefully investigate the age of each target member to verify that it is comparable to the 30 +20 −10 Myr age (Marois et al. 2010 ) of the group.
The Hercules-Lyra Association
The first indication of this young kinematic group was found by Gaidos (1998) in their study of young solar analogs. Gaidos identified 5 nearly comoving young stars with a radiant in the constellation Hercules, calling them the Hercules Association. Fuhrmann (2004) studied nearby stars of the galactic disk and halo to identify more stars with kinematics and ages similar to those identified by Gaidos. The resulting updated sample of 15 stars had a radiant point at the border between the constellations Hercules and Lyra, and the Hercules association was renamed the HerculesLyra association. The stars in the Fuhrmann (2004) sample exhibit rotations, activities, and lithium depletions that suggest generally young ages. Some stars appeared to be coeval with proposed Ursa Majoris moving group members (∼200 Myr, at the time), while others appeared younger or older, suggesting that the Hercules-Lyra association may not be coeval. López-Santiago et al. (2006) revisited the proposed Hercules-Lyra association, searching their list of latetype members of kinematic groups (Montes et al. 2001b) for new candidates. They required Galactic UV velocities within 6 km s −1 of the mean values from Fuhrmann (2004) but imposed no restriction on the W component of the velocity. From their initial sample of 27 candidates, López-Santiago et al. found only 10 meeting their kinematic, lithium, and photometric criteria. They assigned an age of 150-300 Myr to the association due to consistent results from both lithium abundances and colormagnitude diagrams. Shkolnik et al. (2012) proposed an additional low-mass candidate.
As with the Castor moving group (see § 3.3), the proposed members' dispersions in velocity and age cast doubt on the Hercules-Lyra association's status as a coeval young stellar association. We therefore rely on youth indicators such as lithium and chromospheric activity to derive ages for each individual star.
3.6. The IC 2391 Supercluster Eggen (1991) noticed that more than 60 field stars and members of the IC 2391 open cluster all have motions directed toward a single convergent point. Color-magnitude diagrams and comparisons to available isochrones suggested a bimodal age distribution, with one subgroup at ∼80 Myr and the other at ∼250 Myr. Further comments on this kinematic group can be found in Eggen (1992 Eggen ( , 1995 . Montes et al. (2001b) reassessed previously proposed members of the IC 2391 supercluster and searched for new late-type candidates using updated astrometry, photometry, and spectroscopy. After adopting a cluster age of 35-55 Myr from Eggen (1995) , only 15 stars met their kinematic criteria. Maldonado et al. (2010) used similar techniques to search for new members of several proposed kinematic groups, including the IC 2391 supercluster. In addition to compiling literature data, they performed follow-up spectroscopy to measure radial velocities and stellar age indicators. They found that when strict kinematic and age criteria were employed, only 5 of 19 candidates remained as probable members. Furthermore, they caution that the supercluster may have two subgroups mixed in the UV velocity plane, one with an age of ∼200-300 Myr, and an older, ∼700 Myr component (López-Santiago et al. 2010) .
Unfortunately, much of the existing literature disputes the physical reality of a coeval IC 2391 supercluster. Strict kinematic and age requirements give a sample with as few as five members, while the proposed ages for members vary by up to a factor of ∼20. We therefore consider claimed IC 2391 supercluster membership as a poor determinant of age and defer to each individual star's age indicators.
The Local Association
Eggen first noticed that several open clusters had galactic kinematics similar to the Pleiades (The Pleiades group). Eggen later identified more stars with similar kinematics, and proposed the Local Association (Eggen 1975 (Eggen , 1983b . This kinematic stream included classical clusters such as the Pleiades, α Persei, and ScorpiusCentaurus, along with more than 100 other stars in a large volume of space around the Sun. The age of the stream was not well-defined, and subsequently spanned the estimated age ranges of its constituent clusters (∼20 to ∼150 Myr). Jeffries & Jewell (1993) studied the kinematics of Xray and EUV selected late-type stars within 25 pc to identify more than 10 candidate members of the Local Association. A follow-up survey measured lithium abundances and rotational velocities (Jeffries 1995) . Seventeen of their late-type candidates had age indicators and kinematics consistent with the Local Association. Montes et al. (2001a,b) used similar techniques to search for new members, identifying seven stars with spectroscopic youth indicators out of 45 previously proposed candidates.
Although the proposed members of the Local Association do have similar galactic motions, the dispersion in UVW velocities is quite large (∼20 km s −1 ), the ages of constituent stars vary by ∼100 Myr, and the members are spread out over ∼150 pc. These features disfavor a common origin of the association, and in fact, many of the younger (and much better-defined) moving groups have ages and kinematics placing them within the bounds of the Local Association. We therefore do not use Local Association membership to infer a star's age, relying instead on individual members' other age indicators. Zuckerman & Webb (2000) searched the Hipparcos catalog in the neighborhoods of a few dozen stars with 60 µm IRAS excesses, selecting targets with distances and proper motions similar to those of the infrared sample. Follow-up spectroscopy of these candidates led to the discovery of the Tucanae association, a well-defined kinematic group of stars ∼45 pc from the Sun with an age of about 40 Myr. Nearly simultaneously, Torres et al. (2000) searched for kinematically similar, X-ray bright stars near the active star EP Eri. Spectroscopic followup of active candidates revealed about 10 stars with very similar kinematics and spectroscopic youth indicators. These stars, comprising the Horologium association, had an isochronal age of ∼30 Myr and distances of ∼60 pc. Since the Tucanae and Horologium associations have similar kinematics and the same estimated age, they were later merged to form the Tucana-Horologium association (Zuckerman et al. 2001) . listed 31 proposed members of Tucana-Horologium. Torres et al. (2008) identified 13 additional members in their SACY survey, bringing the total to 44. In the same review, Torres et al. associated Tucana-Horologium with two more recently discovered associations of similar age-Columba (see § 3.4 and Carina-and suggested that these three groups together form a large complex of young stars (the Great Austral Young Association, or GAYA). Zuckerman et al. (2011) proposed several new members, including the first at northern declinations. Malo et al. (2013) have also presented a list of high-probability, low-mass candidate members. The value of these new candidates is exemplified by the recent imaging discovery of a very novel triple system comprised of two late M dwarf TucanaHorologium candidates and a 12-14 M J substellar companion (Delorme et al. 2013) .
The Tucana-Horologium Association
The Tucana-Horologium association is one of the beststudied nearby young groups. Most of its proposed members are spatially and kinematically well-defined with little scatter in velocity space. An age of ∼30 Myr is consistently derived for its members; we adopt 30 +10 −20 Myr (Zuckerman et al. 2001) as the age of the group.
The TW Hydrae Association
The TW Hydrae association, proposed by Kastner et al. (1997) , was the first very young moving group to be discovered.
Early work by Rucinski & Krautter (1983) demonstrated that the nearby star TW Hya exhibited classical T-Tauri properties. The release of the IRAS point source catalog (Helou & Walker 1988) led to spectroscopic surveys of field stars with mid-IR excesses (de la Reza et al. 1989; Gregorio-Hetem et al. 1992) . These surveys identified four additional T-Tauri stars near TW Hya, and suggested that they may be members of a nearby T-Tauri association. Kastner et al. (1997) later confirmed the five stars' common age by their strong X-ray emission and lithium absorption. Webb et al. (1999) surveyed X-ray bright targets near TW Hydrae to identify additional members of the group. Subsequent surveys and analyses have since brought the number of proposed members to about 30 (Zuckerman et al. 2001b; Gizis 2002; Reid 2003; Torres et al. 2003; Mamajek 2005 ; Barrado y Navascués 2006; Torres et al. 2008) . One notable member is 2M1207, a young brown dwarf with a directly imaged planetary mass companion (Chauvin et al. 2004) . The age of the association has been determined using many different methods, including HR diagram placement, Hα diagnostics, lithium depletion, and kinematics; the most commonly cited age is ∼8 Myr.
More recent work on the TW Hydrae association has focused on identifying new, low-mass members. Looper et al. (2007 Looper et al. ( , 2010a identified three late M type members, two of which host accretion disks. Rodriguez et al. (2011) and Shkolnik et al. (2011) used UV excesses as observed by the GALEX satellite to select low-mass candidate members, while Schneider et al. (2012) used IR excesses measured by the WISE satellite. Parallaxes for many proposed members were measured by Weinberger et al. (2013) , who found that the association resembles an extended filament with an average member distance of 56 pc. These distance measurements enable a precise HR diagram placement and comparisons to isochrones reveals a median age of ∼10.1 Myr.
Despite the extensive study of the classical young association, TW Hydrae's evolution and membership are still being refined. Searches for new members continue (e.g., Malo et al. 2013) , and may eventually lead to a complete census of this youngest and closest association. For our analyses we adopt an age of 10 +10 −7 Myr (Barrado y Navascués 2006) for the group.
The Ursa Majoris Moving Group
The literature is rich with references to the Ursa Majoris moving group which was first introduced in the 19 th century Proctor (1869) . A complete history of this group is beyond the scope of this paper; however, we do mention prominent studies and refer the reader to references found therein for a complete review.
An early detailed study of the group came in 1949 with the work of Roman, who investigated the kinematics of all proposed members at that time. The analysis first defined the kinematics of a compact nucleus of 13 stars, then searched for stars with similar kinematics within 20 pc of this nucleus. The resulting membership list was much smaller than those previously proposed, but relied solely on kinematics and photometry. A more reliable list of members would require consideration of stellar age. Later studies used early stellar evolution models and comparisons to empirical color-magnitude sequences (e.g., the Hyades and Pleiades) to estimate an age of ∼300 Myr for the group (Levato & Abt 1978; Eggen 1983c) . Soderblom & Mayor (1993) Montes et al. (2001a,b) identified an additional three members.
The most modern and comprehensive study of the Ursa Majoris moving group is King et al. (2003) , which reevaluated previously proposed members using new astrometry, photometry, and spectroscopy. From an input list of ∼220 proposed Ursa Majoris candidates compiled from various sources, King et al. identified 57 probable and possible members that are well defined in kinematic and color-magnitude space. Comparison of evolution models to the color-magnitude diagram of their refined membership list suggests a new age of 500 ± 100 Myr for the group. Shkolnik et al. (2012) later identified four additional candidate M dwarf members. Since the Ursa Majoris moving group contains a well defined nucleus with small velocity dispersions and is well characterized in a color-magnitude diagram, we use the age of the group as the age of the members we observed. Table 1 lists the SEEDS Moving Groups targets in order of right ascension. Figure 1 shows the targets' distances and spectral types. Fifty-one out of 63 targets are within 50 pc, and all but three are within 60 pc. The spectral types of the main MG sample vary from late F to early M, equivalent to a range of roughly 0.4-1.3 M ⊙ . We also list five stars, HIP 23362, HIP 32104, HIP 83494, HIP 93580, and HIP 116805 (= κ And), which are more massive A and early B stars selected for the high-mass star sample, but which have been suggested to belong to young moving groups.
Target List and Selection Criteria
The main SEEDS MG targets were selected according to the following criteria, in order of priority:
1. Identification with a young moving group ( 500 Myr, with younger targets preferred)
2. Proximity to Earth
4. Lack of a close binary companion -Distances, spectral types, and host moving group for our target sample. One star, HIP 78557 (spectral type G0), has a trigonometric distance of 82 ± 10 pc, placing it outside of the plot. Fifty-one of our 63 targets are within 50 pc, and all but three are within 60 pc, while their spectral types range from late B to early M.
Lack of archival high-contrast observations
6. R-magnitude < 12 (for AO performance) 7. Declination > −25 Targets were proposed before each observing run and observed as permitted by conditions and priorities for other SEEDS categories.
OTHER AGE INDICATORS
The most reliable age dating methods rely on coeval associations of stars, such as kinematic moving groups or globular clusters. The members of such a coeval association may be placed on a color-magnitude diagram where isochrones of single stellar populations offer extremely reliable age estimates. Unfortunately, many stars in our sample (and a much larger fraction of other high-contrast imaging surveys) are not reliable members of a coeval association. For the sample presented here, we consider AB Dor, β Pic, Columba, Tuc-Hor, TW Hydrae, and Ursa Majoris as coeval associations (See § 3). We rely on the age indicators described below to assign ages to the stars in Castor, Hercules-Lyra, IC 2391, and the Local Association.
All of these single star age indicators rely to some degree on stellar convection and rotation. Late F-type and later stars have large convective zones, where stellar dynamos generate substantial magnetic fields from differential rotation (Parker 1955; Glatzmaier 1985) and power vigorous chromospheric and coronal activity. As a star ages, its magnetized wind carries away angular momentum, and the stellar rotation and magnetically-powered (Høg et al. 2000) with the following exceptions: BD+30 397B (Weis 1993) ; HIP 53020 (Landolt 1992 activity gradually decrease. Convection also carries material from the stellar surface down into the hotter interior, where fragile elements and isotopes like 7 Li are destroyed.
We discuss five individual age indicators in the following sections: chromospheric activity traced by Ca ii HK emission, coronal activity traced by X-rays, stellar rotation, photospheric lithium abundance, and isochrone fitting. These indicators have been studied extensively and calibrated using coeval stellar clusters and associations.
Chromospheric Activity
The stellar chromosphere is a low-density region above the photosphere containing a strong temperature inversion. Magnetic reconnection is believed to be responsible for heating the chromosphere, which is visible as an emission line spectrum superimposed on the photosphere's continuum and absorption lines (Wilson 1963) . The chromospheric emission lines are much narrower and fainter than the corresponding photospheric absorption lines. Two of the stronger lines are Ca II H and K at 3968Åand 3934Å, with the chromospheric emission line strengths often parameterized by R ′ HK , the ratio of the flux in the emission line cores to that in the underlying photospheric continuum (Noyes et al. 1984) .
Chromospheric activity has long been known to correlate with stellar age on the main sequence; it is dramatically stronger in young clusters than in the Sun and local field stars (Wilson 1963) . Multi-decade observations (Baliunas et al. 1996) have provided activity measurements for hundreds of stars in well-dated young clusters and (presumably coeval) binaries, enabling the calibration of R ′ HK as an age indicator for young stars. Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008) , hereafter MH08, have recently re-calibrated R ′ HK as an age indicator. They find the tightest correlation by first using chromospheric activity to estimate the Rossby number Ro, the ratio of the rotational period to the convective overturn timescale, and then using the Rossby number and B − V color to infer an age. Practically, this means that the estimated age is a function of both activity and color (i.e., mass). Omitting uncertainties in the fitted parameters and combining Equations (4) and (12)- (14) from MH08, we have
where τ C is the convective overturn timescale, and is related to B − V color by Equation (4) in Noyes et al. (1984) :
with x ≡ 1 − (B − V ) and x > 0 (spectral type mid K or earlier). For x < 0 (late K and M stars), the fit is
Equation (1) applies to "active" stars with −5.0 < log R ′ HK < −4.3. While nearly every star in the SEEDS Moving Group sample with archival R ′ HK data satisfies this minimum activity level, many are too active for Equation (1) to provide an accurate age estimate. Further, this relation requires B − V ≥ 0.5 (spectral type late F or later), and is poorly calibrated for B − V 1. For some SEEDS targets, chromospheric activity provides only an upper limit on the age, while for others that do not satisfy the color criterion, chromospheric activity is of little value as an age indicator.
MH08 estimate the scatter about Equation (1) using both field binaries and well-dated clusters with ages ranging from 5 Myr to 4 Gyr. For stars in the "active" regime with multi-decade R ′ HK data, they estimate a scatter of 0.10 in Rossby number Ro, while for single-epoch chromospheric measurements, they estimate a scatter of 0.16. We use multi-epoch data wherever possible. While only one of our targets (HIP 107350) has multidecade Mt. Wilson data, many have several epochs from Isaacson & Fischer (2010) . For targets with more than one single-epoch HK value (but no multi-epoch data), we take the median of the literature values. In two cases,We expect our precision to be somewhat better than is reflected in a scatter of 0.16 in Ro; however, we provisionally adopt an uncertainty of 0.16 for all but the Mt. Wilson data. Very active stars with R ′ HK > −4.3 have much larger uncertainties. We assign these targets only upper limits on age, using a uniform probability distribution between 0 and the minimum age accessible to chromospheric activity measurements.
We compile chromospheric activity measurements from a wide variety of sources, using the relations given in Noyes et al. (1984) to transform all onto the Mt. Wilson system. For two stars, HIP 40774 and HIP 50660, the original reference (Strassmeier et al. 2000) used different units, which were recently calibrated and transformed onto the Mt. Wilson system (Pace, priv. commun., based on Pace 2013). All of our literature R ′ HK values are listed in Table 2. 4.2. X-ray Activity X-ray activity presents a similar measure of magnetic activity, though this emission comes from the hightemperature stellar corona. While the coronal heating mechanism remains uncertain and presents formidable modeling challenges (Klimchuk 2006) , it almost certainly involves the deposition of magnetic energy, either from reconnection events (e.g. Parker 1988; Masuda et al. 1994) or the dissipation of magento-acoustic and/or Alfvén waves (e.g. Heyvaerts & Priest 1983; Davila 1987) . As with chromospheric activity, X-ray activity declines as a star ages and loses angular momentum (Hempelmann et al. 1995) .
X-ray activity is typically measured as the ratio of a star's X-ray flux (within the 0.1-2.4 keV ROSAT bandpass; Voges et al. 1999 , with a hardness correction) to its bolometric flux. We use the formula given in Schmitt et al. (1995) :
where the CR is the count rate and HR is the ratio of the difference in count rate between the hard (0.52-2.1 keV) and soft (0.1-0.41 keV) channels to the total count rate. For targets not detected by ROSAT, we estimate upper limits on their X-ray fluxes using the exposure time of the nearest detected source (usually ∼0.
• 5) in the faint source catalog (Voges et al. 2000) , requiring no more than 9 expected photons, and assuming a hardness ratio of 0 (roughly the mean of our sample). A source with 9 expected photons would have a ∼90% probability of producing at least 6 detected photons, the minimum required for inclusion in the ROSAT catalog. Combined with a small correction for background subtraction and some uncertainty in the hardness ratio, these F X values should be considered approximate upper limits.
The indicator R X is F X normalized to a star's bolometric flux. For G and earlier stars, we convert the V magnitudes in Table 1 to bolometric fluxes using the relations derived in Flower (1996)-these were originally misprinted and have been corrected in, e.g., Torres (2010) . These bolometric corrections are not valid for M stars; we therefore adopt the bolometric correction of Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) , which uses V , J, and K band magnitudes, for K and M dwarfs, using a bolometric Solar magnitude of 4.60 for consistency with the Solar effective temperature (Torres 2010) .
As for chromospheric activity, MH08 have calibrated an X-ray/color/age relation, equivalent to
where τ C is the convective overturn timescale as approximated by Equations (2) and (3). MH08 report that this relation holds, with a scatter of 0.25 in Rossby number, for X-ray activity levels −7 < log R X < −4. At higher levels of X-ray activity, there appears to be little correlation between X-ray activity and stellar rotation, and hence, age (e.g. Pizzolato et al. 2003) . As for chromospheric activity, this relation requires B −V > 0.5, and is poorly calibrated for B − V 1. X-ray activity measurements thus provide only upper limits to the ages of many SEEDS Moving Group targets. For these extremely active targets, we assign a uniform probability distribution in age up to the maximum age (dependent upon spectral type) accessible to these age indicators.
Gyrochronology
As F-type and later stars age, their rotation periods grow (Kraft 1967; Skumanich 1972) . This is believed to be due to their convective zones, which generate stellar magnetic fields, extending to the surface and coupling to the stellar wind (Mestel 1968; Pinsonneault et al. 1989) . Stars more massive than mid-F spectral type have radiative envelopes and weak stellar winds; they hardly spin down at all (Barnes 2003) . Later-type stars with accurate cluster ages generally show one of two rotation patterns. At young ages, a large fraction of stars (especially low-mass stars) are extremely fast rotators, forming the so-called C-sequence (Barnes 2003) . These fast rotators are believed to have their outer convective envelopes only weakly coupled to their inner radiative regions, resulting in inefficient angular momentum loss. Older clusters lack these rapid rotators, which are believed to have transitioned onto the I-sequence, in which the star approaches solid-body rotation (Barnes 2003) .
Young stars spend a variable amount of time on the rapidly rotating C-sequence before transitioning to the I-sequence, the duration of rapid rotation decreasing with increasing stellar mass. This timescale varies from ∼300 Myr for early M stars to 0 for F stars (Barnes 2003) . Some stars appear to be on the I-sequence even at substantially younger ages, indicating that these timescales include substantial scatter. We treat them as the youngest ages accessible to gyrochronology, lower bounds on our age constraints using these secondary criteria. For simplicity, we use a parameterization linear in B − V color, from 300 Myr at B − V = 1.5 (early M) to 0 at B − V = 0.5 (late F).
For older stars on the I-sequence, color-dependent gyrochronology relations have been derived by Barnes (2007) and re-calibrated by MH08. The relation is identical to Equation (1), except that the rotation period is measured directly rather than inferred from chromospheric activity. The gyrochronological age estimate becomes .
The scatter about this relation is very large at young ages (∼1 dex, Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) ; in addition, it only applies to stars on the rotational I-sequence. Barnes (2007) only applies such a result to stars rotating more slowly than the 100 Myr "gyrochrone." We adopt a similar criterion by setting a floor on the gyrochronological age of 0 to 300 Myr depending on color, as described above, together with an overall floor of 100 Myr. A star with a younger age according to Equation (6) will be assigned a uniform probability distribution of ages up to the floor appropriate to its color. MH08 have measured a scatter about Equation (6) of 0.05 dex for stars on the I-sequence, and recommend adding an additional ∼15% (∼0.06 dex) to account for systematic uncertainties in the cluster ages used for calibration. We therefore adopt 0.12 dex as the age uncertainty for slow rotators.
Lithium Abundance
The strength of lithium absorption lines declines as a star ages and burns its initial supply of the fragile element. Stars with convective zones approaching the surface carry lithium down into the hotter interior where it is subsequently destroyed. Unfortunately, other mixing processes complicate this picture, and the details of convection depend strongly on stellar mass.
Lithium can be a problematic age indicator , as its abundance is extremely sensitive to the stellar accretion history (Baraffe & Chabrier 2010) , but abundant lithium is a reliable indicator of stellar youth (Bildsten et al. 1997 ).
Extensive observations of open clusters do enable crude lithium age estimates for some stars (Sestito & Randich 2005) , though for much of the SEEDS MG sample, lithium provides only upper limits. There is a considerable scatter between coeval stars and a strong color dependence, and therefore, lithium is considered more reliable for dating young clusters (Soderblom 2010) .
In general, lithium abundance is significantly more problematic as an age indicator for single stars than the activity and rotation measurements described above (Soderblom 2010) . In the notes for each individual star, we comment briefly on the consistency of lithium abundances with these other indicators (Section 7).
Isochrone Dating
Isochrones in color-magnitude space are among the most reliable methods for dating coeval clusters and associations of stars (Song et al. 2003) . Unfortunately, they are much less reliable for individual stars. Isochrone dating fails to produce a robust peak in the probability distribution in a large fraction of field stars, and typically has uncertainties of 1 Gyr even for those stars on which it is successful (Takeda et al. 2007 ). In order for isochrone placement to have any value as an age indicator, a star must have completed at least ∼1/3 of its main-sequence life (Soderblom 2010) . This excludes nearly the entirety of the SEEDS Moving Group sample. As a result, we do not consider isochrone placement among our age indicators.
BAYESIAN STELLAR AGES
The SEEDS moving group sample comes from many different associations; some of these are well-defined, while others are considered far less reliable. Likewise, the confidence with which each target is identified as a moving group member varies considerably. Most of the targets also have other age indicators, described in the previous section, which should be combined with the age inferred from moving group identification to produce the most reliable age estimate.
We adopt a Bayesian approach to stellar ages, using as our prior a flat age distribution out to 10 Gyr (appropriate to the local disk) or to the star's main sequence lifetime, and derive posterior probability distributions using age indicators and moving group memberships. A slightly different star formation history, like the enhancement by a factor of 1.5 from 1 and 4 Gyr before the present (Girardi et al. 2005) , would have little effect on our results. The resulting posterior probability distributions on age are suitable inputs to a statistical analysis of exoplanet frequencies and properties.
The likelihood function L is difficult to write down. If moving group membership and the stellar age indicators were all independent of one another, then L would simply be the product of the probability of group membership and the probability distribution inferred for each indicator. However, moving group membership is often assigned, at least partially, on the basis of stellar activity. Furthermore, indicators of stellar youth physically arise from the interplay of rotation and convection: chromospheric activity, rotation period, and coronal activity are not independent.
Many authors have performed detailed analyses of moving groups, assigning membership probabilities to each proposed member. We generally defer to these probabilities and adopt the moving group age distribution L MG (τ ) weighted by the membership probability P MG . We approximate the moving group age likelihood function as a Gaussian with the confidence intervals described in Section 3 representing its median age ±2σ. The other age indicators, described in Section 4 and listed in Table 2, complement the group age for stars with uncertain membership or which belong to less well-defined associations. We denote the likelihood function based solely on these single star indicators by L(τ |indic; the total likelihood function is simply
Equation (7) assumes the age derived from secondary indicators and proposed moving group membership to be independent, which could be problematic. In this analysis, it is not a major problem, as most of our stars are either reliably associated with a moving group or have no kinematic age that we trust. As described in the previous section, MH08 find the best results for the activity age by first using chromospheric and coronal activity to estimate the Rossby number, and then using gyrochronology to estimate stellar age. We therefore treat coronal and chromospheric activity as independent measurements of Rossby number Ro. In practice, the scatter in Ro as estimated by Xray activity is ∼1.5 times as large as that estimated by R ′ HK (MH08) over the applicable activity regimes, so this approximation has little practical effect. The situation is dramatically better for the (one) object with multidecade Mt. Wilson chromospheric data.
It is more difficult to estimate the covariance between stellar age as estimated from activity via the Rossby number and that inferred directly from a rotation period. The latter estimator, being more direct, has a smaller scatter reported in MH08 (∼0.05 dex) than the activity-rotation age (∼0.1 dex from binaries, ∼0.2 dex from clusters) for stars on the I rotational sequence. As the SEEDS sample painfully illustrates, however, this does not include all variation in rotation at a common age. Our slowest rotator, HIP 11437, has a gyrochonological age of ∼500 Myr, but is reliably identified with the β Pic moving group. The star might still be contracting onto the main sequence, or it could simply be an outlier. MH08 also omitted two anomalously slow rotators in the Pleiades from their analysis.
With the above caveat, we note that assuming the age indicators to be independent makes little difference; the scatter in the period-age relation is much smaller than in the activity-age relations. We therefore simply set 0.05 dex as the floor in the uncertainty and add 0.06 dex to the error estimated from activity and rotation to account for systematic uncertainties in the cluster ages used to calibrate the relations (MH08). MH08 only used the slow, I-sequence rotators to derive their gyrochronological ages; we therefore add the range of time spent on the rapidly rotating C-sequence, ∼100-300 Myr, to the age distributions (see Section 4.3).
All of the activity/period/age relations have a strong color dependency, with later spectral types spinning down more rapidly after reaching the I-sequence. Spectral types earlier than late F, with B − V colors 0.5, never reach the I-sequence. They never achieve the deep convective zone and strong dynamo necessary to drive a magnetized wind, and rotate rapidly throughout their main sequence lifetimes. For such stars in the SEEDS Moving Group sample, we have little choice but to use a flat probability distribution out to the star's main sequence lifetime. We also note that the relations derived in MH08 were only tested for FGK stars, with 0.5 B − V 0.9. Many of our targets are late K and M stars with colors as red as B − V ∼ 1.5. The basic rotation/activity/age relation should continue to hold for these stars, albeit with larger uncertainties. We therefore continue to apply the relationships, noting that the ∼300 Myr timescale to reach the I-sequence and uncertainties in the Tycho-2 colors produce much larger scatters in -The calculation of an age probability distribution for a target, HIP 107350, without a reliable moving group age. HIP 107350 has an exceptional array of secondary age indicators, which enable a good constraint on its age. Most other stars without kinematic ages have much broader posterior probability distributions.
the derived ages, giving even stars with measured periods factors of ∼2 age uncertainties.
The very old and very young tails of the probability distribution are important (and extremely difficult) to model properly. Several stars in our sample make this all too evident, with disturbingly discrepant kinematic and activity ages. This will become much more of a problem as high-contrast surveys begin to report larger numbers of detections, and the properties of individual exoplanet host stars are subjected to higher scrutiny. For now, we note that authors estimating ages from clusters routinely throw out a few percent of their stars as pathological cases (e.g. Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) . We therefore account for these long tails, at least qualitatively, by giving each target not definitively associated with a moving group a 5% probability of being pathological, with utterly uninformative age indicators. More work on large samples of young stars should help to constrain the intrinsic scatter in activity and rotation at a common age. Table 3 summarizes the posterior probability distributions on age for all of the SEEDS MG targets. The third column lists the adopted membership probability in the indicated moving group (see Section 7 for details on individual stars), with '. . . ' for those groups that we do not consider to be sufficiently well-defined to provide secure age estimates. The fourth and fifth columns list the 5% and 95% edges of the age probability distribution exclusively on the secondary age indicators, while the final three columns list the final 5%, 50%, and 95% ages based on all available information. For those stars without any age constraints beyond their finite main sequence lifetimes, we list '. . . ' in columns 4-8. Figure 2 demonstrates our age determination method for HIP 107350. This star lacks a secure moving group age, but has an exceptional array of secondary age indicators, including a measured rotation period and multi-decade Mt. Wilson chromospheric activity measurements. As a G0 star, HIP 107350 represents the best possible case for the use of secondary age indicators. Table 5 lists all of the SEEDS Moving Groups targets and observations through May of 2013. All observations were made using the HiCIAO instrument (Suzuki et al. 2010 ) and AO188 (Hayano et al. 2008 ) on the Subaru telescope, and nearly all were made in the H-band. As with many other high-contrast imaging surveys (e.g. Lafrenière et al. 2007a; Vigan et al. 2012) , the H-band was chosen due to both the AO performance and the relative brightness of the expected companions. A typical observation sequence consisted of target acquisition, AO tuning, and acquisition of photometric reference frames, followed by the main, saturated science data taken in pupil-tracking ADI mode. Including all overheads, ∼1-1.5 hours of telescope time were spent on a typical object.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
All of our data were taken in ADI mode and reduced using the ACORNS-ADI software package.
The software and data reduction process are described in detail in Brandt et al. (2013) ; we therefore give only a brief summary here. The source code is freely available for download at http://www.github.com/t-brandt/acorns-adi.
For each sequence of images, we calibrate the data, register the frames, subtract the stellar PSF using the LOCI algorithm (Lafrenière et al. 2007b) , and combine the image sequence using an adaptive trimmed mean. Calibration consists of the usual flat-fielding and bad pixel masking, together with an algorithm to suppress correlated read noise in HiCIAO's H2RG detector. We then correct for field distortion by comparing observations of globular clusters made with HiCIAO and with the Hubble Space Telescope. We register the frames in each ADI sequence using templates of saturated PSFs built from thousands of images of dozens of stars. This registration technique is accurate to ∼0.3 HiCIAO pixels, or 3 mas, under good observing conditions. We then set the absolute centroid of an image sequence by visual inspection.
ACORNS-ADI includes several algorithms to model and subtract the stellar PSF. In this work, we exclusively use the LOCI algorithm (Lafrenière et al. 2007b ) due to its speed, simplicity, and Gaussian residuals. As our fiducial LOCI parameters, we use an angular protection zone of 0.7 times the PSF full width at half maximum (FWHM), and optimization zones 200 PSF footprints in area. Our subtraction regions vary in size from a few PSF footprints at small separations to a few tens of footprints several arcseconds from the central star. HiCIAO data is oversampled in the H-band, with a typical FWHM of 6 pixels. We limit the number of LOCI comparison frames to avoid solving an under-constrained system and suppressing more companion flux than necessary-in the limit of an equal number of pixels and comparison frames, flux (and noise) suppression would be perfect. The final contrast of an ADI reduction with LOCI is a concave function of the number of comparison frames used for PSF modeling and subtraction, with a broad peak at ∼80 frames. We therefore treat large data sets as a number of smaller data sets (with every n-th frame), reduce each of these small data sets separately using ACORNS-ADI, and then average the results to produce a map of residual intensity.
We calibrate the partial subtraction in LOCI using the procedure described in Brandt et al. (2013) . We also include the much smaller effects of field rotation during each individual exposure and uncertainties in image reg- a High-confidence classifications from, e.g., Torres et al. (2008) and Malo et al. (2013) , including the corresponding web tool BANYAN. See notes on individual objects for more doubtful classifications. b An entry of '. . . ' indicates that the star is too blue for the activity/rotation/age relations to apply, and that its age probability distribution is therefore uniform out to 10 Gyr or its main sequence lifespan. istration, and approximate degradation in the AO performance with separation from the guide star by
where SR is the Strehl ratio, proportional to a point source's peak intensity, and we use an isoplanatic angle θ 0 = 30 ′′ (Minowa et al. 2010) . These are all small corrections for our data, generally a few percent within ∼5
′′ of the central star. Finally, we convolve the map of residual intensity with a circular aperture, normalize by the azimuthal standard deviation in residual intensity, and search for 5.5σ outliers. We perform photometric calibrations using unsaturated reference frames taken before, after, and sometimes during an ADI sequence, and normalize to the central star's H-band magnitude in the 2MASS catalog (Cutri et al. 2003) . ACORNS-ADI produces 2D contrast maps. We azimuthally average these maps to obtain the contrasts reported in Table 6 .
We follow up companion candidates (5.5σ detections), typically after ∼1 year, to test for physical association. The SEEDS Moving Groups targets are almost all within 50 pc, with proper motions of up to 1 ′′ /yr. A physically unrelated background object will thus move by an easily detectable amount, while a bound companion will remain in nearly the same position relative to its parent star. None of our faint, substellar companion candidates thus far have passed the "common proper motion test," though we have detected several low-mass stellar companions, and a few substellar candidates remain to be followed up. Table 4 summarizes the new stellar companions to the MG targets, one of which does not yet have a second epoch to confirm common proper motion (though very close chance alignments of such bright stars at the targets' Galactic coordinates are unlikely). Unsurprisingly, the frequency of background objects increases sharply towards the Galactic plane.
NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL STARS
In this section, where appropriate, we provide details on each individual target. This includes both stellar properties (particularly age indicators) and noteworthy aspects of the SEEDS observations. We order the objects by right ascension.
HIP 544 (= HD 166 = GJ 5)-This K0 star is a proposed member of the Hercules-Lyra association. It does have extensive secondary indicators, enabling a reasonable age estimate. SEEDS images do not detect any companion candidates within 8.
′′ 5 (∼110 AU projected).
HIP 1134 (= HD 984)-This late F star is considered to be a reliable member of the Columba moving group, and its abundant lithium and strong activity are consistent with a young age. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼350 AU projected). FK Psc (= TYC 1186-706-1) -The moving group membership of this K7 star is disputed. Lépine & Simon (2009) propose membership in β Pic, while Malo et al. (2013) find it to be a field star with ∼55% confidence. SEEDS observations have resolved it as a binary with a separation of 1.
′′ 7 and a flux ratio of ∼2 in H. These results make the moving group analyses much more difficult to interpret, and we do not consider FK Psc to be reliably associated with any of the groups discussed in this paper. We follow Malo et al. (2013) in placing a ∼20% probability on β Pic membership. We also consider the kinematic distance given in Table 1 to be unreliable, making it difficult to interpret sensitivity limits. SEEDS observed FK Psc under poor conditions; due to this and its extremely uncertain age, FK Psc should probably be excluded from statistical analyses.
HIP 3589 (= HD 4277)-This late F star has been classified as a member of AB Dor with high confidence by, e.g., Torres et al. (2008) . HIP 3589 has a neighbor at a separation of 3.
′′ 0 with an H-band flux ∼10% that of the primary; however, SEEDS observations indicate that this star is not bound to HIP 3589. SEEDS images did not detect any other companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5, ∼400 AU projected.
HIP 4979 (= HD 6288A)-This early F star has been proposed to be a member of the IC 2391 supercluster. Unfortunately, its early spectral type renders secondary age indicators of little value, and the star is extremely difficult to date reliably. Our adopted age probability distribution is uniform out to HIP 4979's main sequence lifetime of ∼5 Gyr. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates, apart from a marginal, 5.7σ source at a separation (E, N) = (−3.
′′ 94, 6. ′′ 65), a projected distance of just under 500 AU. Follow-up observations with somewhat less integration time detected nothing at this position, but did detect an even more marginal source (∼4σ) near the candidate's expected background position.
HIP 6869 (= HD 8941)-This F8 star has been proposed to be a member of the IC 2391 supercluster. Like HIP 4979, it is too blue to apply the age relations described in this paper, and we adopt a uniform probability distribution in age. HIP 6869 is a close binary, with an angular separation of 0.
′′ 44 and an H-band contrast of ∼100. At HIP 6869's distance, its companion has an absolute H-band magnitude of ∼7, consistent with a mid-M spectral type. No other companion candidates were detected in high-contrast imaging. We have not yet followed up the star to confirm its companion's common proper motion, though a close chance alignment of such a bright star at (l, b) = (135
• , −45 • ) is unlikely. HS Psc-This mid-K star was first proposed as a candidate member of AB Dor by Schlieder et al. (2010) . Malo et al. (2013) confirmed this categorization, placing it in AB Dor with 98% confidence. SEEDS imaging detected a marginally significant companion candidate which is currently awaiting follow-up observations.
HIP 10679 (= BD 14082B)-This early G star is in a binary system with the early F star HIP 10680, separated from its companion by 14 ′′ . It is considered to be a well-established member of the β Pic moving group (e.g. Torres et al. 2008; Malo et al. 2013 ). SEEDS did not detect any companion candidates within a projected separation of 7. ′′ 5 (≈210 AU). BD+30 397B-This M0 star is the binary companion of the K7 star HIP 11437; both are reliably identified with the β Pic moving group. SEEDS images detected no companion candidates within 8.
′′ 5 (∼425 AU projected). HIP 11437-Together with its companion BD+30 397B, this K6 star is reliably identified with the β Pic moving group. It also represents a pathological case of exceptionally slow rotation (as measured from Super-WASP periodicity): HIP11437's gyrochronological age is ∼500 Myr. Its 14 day period is the longest in the SEEDS moving group sample. SEEDS did not detect any companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼300 AU projected). HIP 12545-This K6 star is considered a wellestablished member of the β Pic moving group. Malo et al. (2013) found its photometry and radial velocity to be slightly more consistent with Columba, but due in large part to its exceptionally fast rotation and vigorous activity, they did not dispute the traditional association with β Pic Torres et al. 2008) . SEEDS images do not detect any companion candidates within 8.
′′ 5 (∼350 AU projected). HIP 12638 (= HD 16760)-This G2 star is a wellestablished member of the AB Dor moving group, and is known to host a companion, which was reported as a substellar object (M sin i ∼ 14M J ) on a 1.3 year orbit (Bouchy et al. 2009; Sato et al. 2009 ). This companion was directly imaged on an almost face-on orbit, probably indicating that the companion has a stellar mass (Evans et al. 2012) . Despite its very modest contrast, the companion has an angular separation of just ∼0.
′′ 026, less than the width of the H-band Subaru PSF; it was imaged using aperture-masking interferometry. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7 ′′ (∼320 AU projected).
HIP 12925 (= HD 17250)-This F8 star has been reliably classified in the Tuc-Hor association Malo et al. 2013) . SEEDS imaging detects a companion candidate with an H-band flux ratio of ∼13 and a separation of 1.
′′ 9 (∼100 AU projected); there are no other companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼400 AU projected). Archival images from Keck/NIRC2 confirm this candidate to be HIP 12925's stellar companion.
HIP 17248-This M0 star is considered to be a reliable member of the Columba moving group Malo et al. 2013 ). SEEDS images detected five candidate companions within 7 ′′ , with H-band contrasts ranging from ∼10 4 to ∼2 × 10 5 , and separations ranging from ∼3 ′′ to ∼6. ′′ 5. The star is less than a degree from the Galactic plane, making the density of background objects high. Indeed, all but one of our companion candidates are clearly visible as background objects in HST/NICMOS imaging from 2005. The final candidate, at a separation (E, N) = (−2.
′′ 85, 0. ′′ 72) in our images from November 2012, also appears to be in its expected background position in the archival HST/NICMOS data, albeit at a modest signal-to-noise ratio.
HIP 23362 (= HD 32309)-This late B star is a secure member of the Columba moving group. Primarily part of the SEEDS high-mass sample, we include it here for completeness. SEEDS images detect two companion candidates which are currently awaiting follow-up observations.
HIP 25486 (= HD 35850)-This F8 star is a wellestablished member of β Pic; its high activity and abundant lithium confirm its youth. SEEDS images do not detect any companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼200 AU projected).
HD 36869-This G3 star is a likely member of the Columba moving group, but lacks a Hipparcos parallax. Though it is absent from the large Bayesian analysis of Malo et al. (2013) , BANYAN gives a membership probability of more than 95%. HD 36869's Tycho parallax (Høg et al. 2000) is far below the distance inferred from its magnitude and spectral type (59 pc, Zuckerman et al. 2011) ; we consider the spectroscopic parallax to be more reliable. HD 36869 does feature extremely high levels of activity, abundant lithium, and rapid rotation consistent with the young (∼30 Myr) age of Columba. SEEDS does not detect any companion candidates within 7.
HIP 29067 (= GJ 9198)-This K8 star is associated with the Castor moving group. HIP 29067 shows modest Ca ii HK activity, but was not detected in the ROSAT all-sky survey and has little lithium. HS Psc, a ∼100 Myr-old mid-K star in our sample, shows much stronger activity and lithium absorption. HIP 29067 is likely a much older star than its proposed Castor membership would imply. SEEDS imaging does not detect any companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼180 AU projected). HIP 30030 (= HD 43989)-This F9 star has been classified both as a member of TW Hydrae and Columba (Malo et al. 2013) . We adopt the newer classification, which favors membership in Columba due to HIP 30030's Galactic position. Both associations are young (∼8 Myr for TW Hydrae, ∼30 Myr for Columba), and HIP 30030 has strong youth indicators. SEEDS detects one highly significant companion candidate at a separation of 2.
′′ 57; however, archival images from NICMOS reveal it as a background star.
HIP 32104 (= HD 48097)-This A2 star is a reliable member of the Columba moving group. Primarily part of the SEEDS high-mass sample, it is included here for completeness. SEEDS images do not detect any companions.
V429 Gem-This K5 star is a reliable member of the AB Dor moving group, and shows strong youth indicators. Radial velocity surveys have detected a 6.5 M J companion on a 7.8 day orbit (Hernán-Obispo et al. 2010 ). However, V429 Gem's strong activity make radial velocity measurements difficult, and other authors have disputed the existence of a companion (Figueira et al. 2010) . SEEDS images reveal a bright background star at a separation of 6.
′′ 97 and a considerably fainter candidate at (E, N) = (−1.
′′ 92, 3. ′′ 19). Follow-up observations revealed that this candidate is also a background object. No other candidates were detected within 7 ′′ (∼180 AU projected).
HIP 37288 (= GJ 281)-This K7 star was originally proposed to be a member of the Local Association (Montes et al. 2001b ), but was later reclassified in the Her-Lya association (López-Santiago et al. 2006) . HIP 37288 shows only weak chromospheric activity and was not detected in the ROSAT all-sky survey; its lithium absorption lines are also weaker than the mid-K stars in our sample reliably associated with young, coeval moving groups. SEEDS images reveal a companion candidate at (E, N) = (−3.
′′ 95, −1. ′′ 64); however, archival images from Gemini/NIRI reveal it to be an unrelated background star.
HIP 39896 (= GJ 1108 A)-This K7 star was originally proposed to be a member of the Local Association. However, BANYAN indicates a possible membership in Columba, with ∼70% probability neglecting I and J photometry. HIP 39896 also has abundant youth indicators, including very rapid rotation and high chromospheric and coronal activity. We consider it a possible Columba member and provisionally assign a 50% membership probability. SEEDS has revealed, for the first time, a close binary companion, with a separation of 0. ′′ 25. With an H-band contrast of only a factor of ∼6.4, the companion is likely to be an early M-dwarf. HIP 39896 is also bound to a spectroscopic M2.8+M3.3 binary (GJ 1108 B) at a separation of 14 ′′ (Lépine & Bongiorno 2007; Shkolnik et al. 2010) , ∼300 AU projected, making HIP 39896 part of a hierarchical quadruple system.
HIP 40774-This G5 star was proposed as a member of the IC 2391 supercluster. Archival data in the literature, including a non-detection by ROSAT, and weak photospheric lithium absorption, cast further doubt on the star's youth. Mishenina et al. (2008) report a lithium abundance log n(Li) = 1.6 on the scale with H = 12, which would be consistent with the values reported by Sestito & Randich (2005) for stars of similar T eff in clusters of several Gyr age. Taken together, these data suggest an age for HIP 40774 of 1 Gyr. SEEDS images detect a companion candidate at a separation of (E, N) = (−0.
′′ 10, −4. ′′ 48); follow-up observations showed it to be an unrelated background object.
HIP 44526 (= HD 77825)-This K2 star has been classified as a member of the Castor moving group. It shows only modest levels of activity and lithium absorption, but does have a well-measured period. SEEDS images show two bright companion candidates at a separation of ∼7.
′′ 5; follow-up imaging concluded showed that both were unrelated background stars.
HIP 45383 (= HD 79555 = GJ 339) -This K3 star has been classified as a member of the Castor moving group. It does, however, have chromospheric measurements and X-ray activity consistent with a reasonably young age. SEEDS images reveal the system to be a binary with an angular separation of 0.
′′ 74 and an H-band flux ratio of ∼4.1: a K-dwarf and an M-dwarf with a projected separation of 13 AU. SEEDS images detected a more distant companion candidate at a separation of 7 ′′ ; however, follow-up observations revealed it to be an unrelated background star.
HIP 46843 (= HD 82443 = GJ 354.1 )-This K0 star was originally classified in the Local Association. However, BANYAN indicates that it is a likely member of Columba, estimating a membership probability of just over 95%. HIP 46843 also has an extraordinary suite of secondary age indicators, including a rotation period. The star's abundant lithium, rapid rotation, and high level of activity confirm its youth, and we estimate a 90% probability of bona fide membership in Columba. SEEDS images detect a companion candidate with a separation of 4 ′′ ; however, archival images from Gemini/NIRI confirm its status as an unrelated background object.
HIP 50156 (= GJ 2079)-This M0 star was recently proposed as a member of β Pic (Schlieder et al. 2012a) ; however, the recent Bayesian analysis of Malo et al. (2013) finds a better match to the Columba moving group. While the identity of its parent group remains ambiguous, the star is very active and unlikely to be a member of the field. Malo et al. (2013) mention a surprisingly large scatter in the radial velocity measurements necessary to clarify membership and suggest that HIP 50156 may be a spectroscopic binary. However, deep SEEDS images show no evidence for a stellar companion outside ∼0.
′′ 02, ∼0.5 AU. Assuming that HIP 50156 is a spectroscopic binary, its two components must be very close, potentially accounting for the strong observed activity (and large scatter in reported R ′ HK values), and the system may be tidally locked. We tentatively consider it to be a member of Columba, although the similar ages of Columba and β Pic make the distinction somewhat minor for our purposes. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5, ∼170 AU projected. GJ 388-This M4 star has been classified in Castor. It shows significant activity and rapid rotation, but as an M star, these are difficult to use as indicators of youth. SEEDS images do not reveal any companion candidates. However, unfortunately, this data set features an exceptionally small amount of field rotation 2
• . The target passed almost directly overhead but was not successfully tracked until after it had passed zenith.
HIP 50660-This K0 star has been proposed as a member of the IC 2391 supercluster. HIP 50660 was not detected by ROSAT and has few other measurements in the literature. SEEDS images detect a companion candidate which currently awaits follow-up observations.
HIP 51317 (= GJ 393)-This M2 star is a reliable member of AB Dor. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼50 AU projected). HIP 53020 (= GJ 402)-This nearby M5 star has been classified in Her-Lya. There is little additional data on the star, and its late spectral type makes any sort of dating extremely difficult. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 8.
′′ 5 (∼60 AU projected). HIP 53486 (= HD 94765 = GJ 3633)-This K0 star has been classified as a member of the Castor moving group. Secondary age indicators show moderate levels of chromospheric and coronal activity together with a modest rotation period, and probably indicate an older age. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼130 AU projected). HD 95174-This K2 star, together with its K5 binary companion, has recently been proposed as a member of β Pic. It was not detected by ROSAT, but was instead selected as a candidate member based on its strong UV emission, and confirmed as a likely member based on its Galactic motion (Schlieder et al. 2012b) . New spectroscopy, however, indicates an almost complete depletion of photospheric lithium, which is not expected for such a young K-dwarf. Chromospheric activity measurements are too uncertain to strongly constrain the system's youth. Further, as shown in Figure 1 of Schlieder et al. (2012b) , its UVW velocity would place it right at the edge of the β Pic search area in all three velocity components, and it lies about 30 pc above the bulk of the bona fide β Pic members. With further age constraints from our spectroscopic follow-up, we consider HD 95174's classification in β Pic to be highly doubtful. SEEDS images reveal no companion candidates other than the known K5 secondary at a separation of 5 ′′ . HIP 54155 (= HD 96064)-This G8 star is a proposed member of the Local Association. Though we do not infer an age from this, HIP 54155's secondary age indicators show high levels of activity and relatively abundant lithium. SEEDS images show a bright background star also detected in archival Gemini/NIRI images, together with a marginal, 5.5σ source at (E, N) = (−3.
′′ 28, −3. ′′ 23), 1 ′′ from the background star. In spite of their comparable sensitivity, the Gemini/NIRI images do not show this fainter source at either the same relative position or at the expected background position; it is almost certainly a statistical fluctuation.
TWA 2-This M2 star is a young T Tauri object in the TW Hydrae moving group. It is a binary, with its two components of similar brightness and separated by 0.
′′ 4. SEEDS observations were conducted in poor conditions, especially since the object's declination of −30
• makes it relatively inaccessible from Subaru. Less than 1 minute of integration time was obtained before the observation was abandoned. We have therefore omitted TWA 2 from our contrast tables.
TYC 3825-716-1-This K7 star was recently proposed as a member of the AB Dor moving group. It is detected by ROSAT and shows strong UV emission consistent with youth (Schlieder et al. 2012b) . TYC 3825-716-1 lies on the outskirts of the AB Dor moving group in UVW velocity space, and ∼30 pc above most of the stars in Galactic Z distance. As a result, BANYAN gives a negligible probability for AB Dor membership. Our spectroscopy detects modest lithium absorption. Lacking a parallax or more compelling secondary age indicators, we decline to assign the star any probability of membership in AB Dor. SEEDS images do not detect any companions within 8 ′′ (∼460 AU projected assuming the star's distance as inferred from kinematics and assuming AB Dor membership).
HIP 59280 (= HD 105631 = GJ 3706)-This K0 star has been classified in the IC 2391 supercluster. Its secondary age indicators show only modest chromospheric and coronal activity and lithium absorption, measurements consistent with an age closer to 1 Gyr. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼190 AU projected).
TYC was recently proposed to be a member of the AB Dor moving group (Schlieder et al. 2010) . Malo et al. (2013) confirmed it as an excellent candidate, but without a trigonometric parallax and with few secondary age indicators, a conclusive association is not yet possible. We consider TYC 4943-192-1 to be a likely member of AB Dor, provisionally adopting the ∼80% membership probability suggested by Malo et al. (2013) . SEEDS images do not detect any companion candidates within 8.
′′ 5 (∼250 AU projected, assuming the distance inferred from kinematics and AB Dor membership).
HIP 60661 (= GJ 466)-This M0 star is a proposed member of the Local Association (Montes et al. 2001a ). López-Santiago et al. (2006) suggest membership in AB Dor, though HIP 60661 has the largest discrepancy in V and W with AB Dor's average kinematics of all of their proposed members. López-Santiago et al. (2010) note a significantly discrepant radial velocity in their measurements of HIP 60661 and suggest that it may be a binary. It has few secondary age indicators, and its weak chromospheric activity may indicate a much older age than that inferred for a young moving group. We do not consider the star to be a likely member of AB Dor. SEEDS images confirm HIP 60661's binary status, with a companion separated by 1.
′′ 9 and an H-band contrast of ∼5.7 (∼70 AU projected). The companion detected by SEEDS is too far away, however, to account for the observed variation in radial velocity of several km s −1 over a period of a few years. There may be another, as-yet-undetected, companion lurking much closer to HIP 60661. SEEDS images do not detect any other companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼280 AU projected). HIP 63317 (= HD 112733)-This G5 star is a proposed member of the Local Association. HIP 63317 does show strong coronal and chromospheric activity and significant lithium, which provide some constraint on its age. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5 (∼330 AU projected). FH CVn-This K7 star was recently proposed as a member of the AB Dor moving group (Schlieder et al. 2012b) . Its Galactic velocity is in excellent agreement with the bona fide members of the group, though FH CVn lies somewhat above the Galactic plane compared with the more established members. The star also shows very strong X-ray activity and rapid rotation. However, our spectroscopy indicates weak chromospheric activity and little photospheric lithium, giving some tension between different age indicators. FH CVn does lie at the lithium depletion boundary at an age of ∼100 Myr (Mentuch et al. 2008) , making the weakness of photospheric lithium absorption somewhat expected. We provisionally consider it to be a moderately likely member of AB Dor, though additional follow-up is needed to clarify FH CVn's status. Using only the available kinematic data, BANYAN estimates a 40% probability of AB Dor membership, which we adopt for our analysis. SEEDS images do not detect any companions within 7.
′′ 5 (∼350 AU assuming the distance inferred from moving group membership).
HIP 66252 (= HD 118100 = GJ 517)-This K5 star has been classified in the IC 2391 supercluster. It has an extraordinary range of secondary age indicators, including vigorous activity, rapid rotation, and relatively abundant lithium, all of which point to youth. SEEDS imaging detects no companion candidates within 7. 5 ′′ , ∼150 AU projected.
HIP 67412 (= HD 120352)-This K0 star has been classified in the IC 2391 supercluster. Its secondary age indicators show only modest chromospheric and coronal activity, while our spectroscopy reveals little photospheric lithium. SEEDS images reveal no companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5, ∼280 AU projected. HIP 73996 (= HD 134083 = GJ 578)-This F5 star was classified as a member of the UMa stream by Montes et al. (2001a) . However, more recent work disputes this classification. Maldonado et al. (2010) list HIP 73996 as a probable nonmember, while their Table 8 claims that López-Santiago et al. (2010) list it as a probable member (the latter paper does not include the star at all). The star is not especially active either chromospherically or coronally. Our spectroscopy shows little photospheric lithium. We consider UMa membership to be highly doubtful, provisionally adopting a 10% membership probability. SEEDS images revealed a 7σ companion candidate at (E, N) = (2.
′′ 76, −0. ′′ 33) with an H-band contrast of 2 × 10 6 . However, this candidate was near an image artifact and was not detected in follow-up observations. No other candidates were detected within 7.
′′ 5 (∼280 AU projected). HIP 78557 (= HD 143809)-This G0 star is a proposed member of the Local Association. At 80 pc, it is also the most distant target in our sample. HIP 78577 has modest chromospheric, coronal activity, and reasonably abundant lithium. However, its relatively early spectral type makes these age indicators somewhat less useful. SEEDS detects a binary companion with a separation of 0.
′′ 57 (∼45 AU projected) and an H-band contrast of ∼190, which would make it a late M-dwarf.
HIP 82688 (= HD 152555)-This late F/early G star is considered a reliable member of AB Dor, and its secondary age indicators confirm its youth. SEEDS images detect two bright stars, one of which is HIP 82688's binary companion. The companion has a separation of 3.
′′ 8 (∼85 AU projected) and an H-band contrast of ∼41, making it likely a mid-M dwarf. SEEDS also detects a faint candidate at (E, N) = (−1.
′′ 62, 1. ′′ 82); however, follow-up observations revealed it to be a background star.
HIP 83494 (= 154431)-This A5 star was proposed as a member of Tuc-Hor by Zuckerman et al. (2011) . While it shows evidence of a debris disk, and is likely young, Malo et al. (2013) find a very poor match to Tuc-Hor, and classify HIP 83494 as a field star (nonmember of any of their studied associations) with high confidence. We decline to place a nonzero probability on Tuc-Hor membership. HIP 83494 is a member of the SEEDS highmass sample, and is included here for completeness. The secondary age indicators that we use for our other targets are of little use for such a high-mass star. SEEDS images detected no companions.
HIP 87579 (= GJ 697)-This K0 star is a proposed member of the Castor moving group. Secondary age indicators show only modest coronal and chromospheric activity. SEEDS images detect many companion candidates within 8 ′′ (∼200 AU projected); however, follow-up observations revealed them all to be background stars.
HIP 87768 (= GJ 698)-This K5 star is a proposed member of the Local Association. SEEDS observations do not detect any companion candidates within 7.
HIP 91043 (= HD 171488)-This G2 star is a proposed member of the Local Association. Its secondary age indicators show an exceptionally active star with abundant lithium and rapid rotation. SEEDS observations reveal many companion candidates; however, this is expected for a source at low Galactic latitude, with (l, b) = (48
• , 12 • ). Follow-up observations confirmed these sources to be background objects; several brighter sources were seen in Keck imaging and listed in Metchev & Hillenbrand (2009) .
HIP 93580 (= HD 177178)-This A4 star was proposed as a member of AB Dor by Zuckerman et al. (2011) . It is part of the SEEDS high-mass sample, and included here for completeness. Malo et al. (2013) also favor membership in AB Dor, but with a somewhat low probability of 80% neglecting photometry, due to a discrepant U velocity. We adopt this probability for group membership. Due to HIP 93580's high mass, it never develops a large outer convective zone, and secondary age indicators are of little value. HIP 93580 lies just 2
• from the Galactic plane and has many companion candidates awaiting follow-up observations.
BD+05 4576-This K7 star has recently been proposed as a member of AB Dor (Schlieder et al. 2010 ) on the basis of kinematics and its X-ray flux as measured by ROSAT. However, there is no trigonometric parallax, and our spectroscopy finds little photospheric lithium. The latter is not too surprising, as the star's spectral type places it right at the lithium depletion boundary for an age of ∼100 Myr. Given the paucity of data, we adopt the 80% membership probability as estimated by BANYAN based only on the available kinematics. SEEDS images do not detect any companion candidates within 8 ′′ (∼300 AU assuming the distance inferred from kinematics and group membership).
HIP 102409 (= HD 197481 = GJ 803 = AU Mic)-This M1 star hosts a well-known debris disk, and is reliably identified with the β Pic moving group. The debris disk appears nearly edge-on and extends out to 200 AU in radius (Kalas et al. 2004) , making AU Mic an excellent target for high-contrast observations. However, its declination of −31
• makes it difficult to observe from Subaru; it is the most southerly target in the entire moving group sample. SEEDS images do not detect any companions within 3.
′′ 2, ∼30 AU projected. HD 201919-This K6 star is a likely member of the AB Dor moving group, and its secondary age indicators confirm its youth. SEEDS images detect only a bright companion candidate just over 7 ′′ away, a projected separation of nearly 300 AU at HD 201919's distance inferred from its kinematics assuming moving group membership.
HIP 107350 (= HD 206860 = GJ 9751) -This G0 star is a proposed member of the Her-Lya Association. HIP 107350 does, however, have an exceptional set of measurements in the literature, including a rotation period and multi-decade Mt. Wilson chromospheric data. These secondary age indicators point to a relatively young system. SEEDS observations detect a single companion candidate around HIP 107350, but archival images from Gemini/NIRI reveal it to be an unrelated background star.
TYC 2211-1309-1-This K7 star was recently proposed as a likely member of β Pic based on its kinematics and strong secondary youth indicators. Indeed, this star is the fastest known rotator in our sample, with a period less than 0.5 days independently measured by Norton et al. (2007) and Messina et al. (2010) . However, our new spectroscopic measurements introduce some tension with the strong X-ray activity and rapid rotation, finding little evidence of photospheric lithium. This may point to an unusual accretion history or recent merger responsible for both the high angular momentum and relative lack of lithium; TYC 2211-1309-1 certainly deserves more study. We consider it to be a likely, albeit far from certain, member of β Pic, and provisionally assign a 50% membership probability. SEEDS images were taken under very poor observing conditions and were made in the K-band to enable even a basic AO correction. SEEDS images detected a single companion candidate which is currently awaiting follow-up observations. HIP 111449 (= HD 213845 = GJ 863.2 )-This F7 star is a proposed member of the Her-Lya Association. It has limited activity measurements from the literature, is relatively inactive in X-rays, and lacks significant photospheric lithium. SEEDS detects a stellar companion at a separation of 6.
′′ 1 (∼140 AU projected); this object was previously reported in Lafrenière et al. (2007a) .
HIP 114066 (= GJ 9809)-This M0 star is a reliable member of the AB Dor moving group, and shows relatively rapid rotation and vigorous X-ray activity. HIP 114066 lies nearly in the Galactic plane; as a result, it has an extremely high density of spurious background stars. Using archival Gemini/NIRI data, we have confirmed that all of these candidates are unrelated background stars.
HIP 115162-This G0 star is a reliable member of the AB Dor moving group. Its secondary age indicators show strong signs of youth, including abundant photospheric lithium and relative strong chromospheric and coronal activity. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7
′′ , or 350 AU projected. BD−13 6424-This M0 star is a reliable member of the β Pic moving group. Its secondary age indicators show rapid rotation, abundant lithium, and strong X-ray activity. SEEDS images detect no companion candidates within 7.
′′ 5, or ∼200 AU projected. HIP 116805 (= HD 222439 = κ And)-This late B star was proposed as a member of Columba, and confirmed with a very high probability by Malo et al. (2013) . It is primarily part of the SEEDS high-mass sample, and is included here for completeness. HIP 116805 is very bright, with the 2MASS near-infrared photometry likely to be saturated and the error bars to be unreliable. As a result, we use adopt the membership probability from Malo et al. (2013) neglecting photometry but using both parallax and radial velocity, which gives 95% confidence of Columba membership. HIP 116805 hosts a substellar companion, κ And b, recently discovered by SEEDS (Carson et al. 2013) . κ And b has a mass of ∼13 M J , and lies at a separation of 1.
′′ 06, or 55 AU projected, from its host star.
8. DISCUSSION Table 6 shows the 5.5σ detection limits for the SEEDS moving group targets; Figure 3 plots these limits, together with 20, 50, and 80% curves, omitting stars with contrast artifacts from nearby bright stars. At small angular separations ( 1 ′′ ), the limiting contrast depends mostly on observing conditions, AO performance, and field rotation, with only a weak dependence on stellar brightness. Far from the central star, SEEDS observations are read noise limited. In this regime, limiting magnitude is a more appropriate measure than limiting contrast. Sensitivity at these separations ( 2 ′′ ) depends almost exclusively on AO performance, total integration time, and integration time per frame.
The typical limiting contrast of a SEEDS observation varies from ∼10 3 at 0. ′′ 3, to ∼10 5 at 1 ′′ , to nearly 10 (Baraffe et al. 2003) have been used to convert from mass to luminosity. The red line marks the approximate stellar/brown dwarf boundary, while the blue line marks the brown dwarf/planet transition. Jupiter and Saturn are indicated near the lower-left corner. A thorough treatment of the statistics of the sample and its sensitivities as a function of mass will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
at separations 2 ′′ . The limiting masses are far more variable, due to the spread in ages (and often enormous uncertainties in age) of the targets observed. As a very crude guide to the mass sensitivity of our sample, Figure5 , Table 3 ). These sensitivities assume the COND03 exoplanet cooling models (Baraffe et al. 2003 ) and neglect uncertainties in stellar age and exoplanet modeling. We defer a full analysis of our sensitivity as a function of exoplanet mass, together with a statistical analysis of the sample and its constraints on exoplanet frequency and properties, to a forthcoming paper (Brandt et al. 2013, in preparation) .
Our sensitivity limits are competitive with other highcontrast instrumentation at other observatories, but should improve dramatically with the new extreme adaptive optics system, SCExAO, currently being commissioned at Subaru (Guyon et al. 2011) . We are also exploring more minor upgrades to HiCIAO that may offer significant performance improvements. In the Southern hemisphere, GPI ) and SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2008 ) will combine integral-field spectroscopy with high-performance adaptive optics to offer exceptional sensitivity at small angular separations. CHARIS, an integral-field spectrograph being developed and built for the Subaru telescope, will offer similar capabilities in the Northern hemisphere (McElwain et al. 2012; Peters et al. 2012 ).
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented high-contrast observations of 63 nearby stars in the SEEDS moving group sample. All of the stars have been suggested to be members of coeval stellar associations. We have reviewed each proposed association, and conclude that five associations, β Pictoris, AB Doradus, Tucana-Horologium, Columba, and TW Hydrae are sufficiently well-defined to provide conclusive age estimates for bona-fide members. Somewhat under half of our target sample have firm ages derived from moving group membership.
For all stars, and in particular for those without a firm moving group age, we use empirical age indicators including stellar rotation, chromospheric and coronal activity, and photospheric lithium abundance to estimate an age. Some of these data are new observations we have acquired at the Apache Point Observatory. The heterogeneity of our targets and their age indicators result in a wide range of constraints, with some of our targets having very precise ages and others being almost completely unconstrained. This picture should improve as transit surveys measure photometric periods for an increasing fraction of field stars.
We have reduced all of our observations uniformly with the recently published software ACORNS-ADI (Brandt et al. 2013 ) and published contrast curves for our target stars. The contrast varies from ∼10 3 at 0. ′′ 3 to ∼10 5 at 1 ′′ to ∼10 6 at 2 ′′ ; it is limited by field rotation, PSF fluctuations, and AO performance at small separations, and by AO performance and exposure time at separations 2 ′′ . A full analysis of our sensitivity as a function of exoplanet mass, and the constraints on exoplanet frequency and properties, is beyond the scope of this paper. We will provide this analysis of the SEEDS moving group sample, the debris disk sample, and archival data from other surveys in a forthcoming paper.
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